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ABSTRACT
All in Earth magnetic field (EMF) gets magnetic properties (MP). Summed MP with intensity stronger than natural EMF, are Anomalous magnetic fields (AMF). Diamagnetic can become paramagnetic, depending on the environment in which it is, enabling humans hormones, enzymes, proteins secretion from organs.

Aim: Show that living world is assemblage of electrical beings. Point the electrical potential generator in body. Point enormous AMF pathological power. Show how does old organism function, and how a young one. Concerning immune system and aging. Point prevention, i.e. protection from AMF. Explain COVID-19 functioning.

Methodology: Published scientific works in international journals are used and presented in literature at the end of this work, being a basic methodological lead of this presentation. Unknown physiological and pathological processes in humans in medicine are explained. AMF foundings are performed visually, i.e. watching TV reports during treatments of COVID-19 patients.

Results: Using knowledge of geomagnetism and electrotechnics, presented are ambiguities from physiology, cell's division, breathing, heart functioning and central nervous system. Also presented is pathology causing enormous mortality and diseases caused by AMF. Explained is a virus entrance into a host cell and its functioning with MP increase in AMF from external environment. It is suggested how to stop patients death by eliminating AMF from their dwelling places.

Conclusion: Humans are magnetic and electromagnetic beings. All chemical substances are electrical impulses products. Life is created according to a magnetic code enabled by EMF and its end is when EMF disappears, as it happened on plant Venus. Biology-medical science should consider Earth magnetic fields in order to prolong life on planet Earth and eliminate dangerous diseases (cancer, KVD, diabetes etc.) caused by AMF. AMF foundings are performed visually, i.e. watching TV reports during treatments of COVID-19 patients. Explained is a virus entrance into a host cell and its functioning with MP increase in AMF from external environment. It is suggested how to stop patients death by eliminating AMF from their dwelling places.

This result is achieved because, for over 30 years, people are constantly informed about mortal diseases causes (CVD, cancer, diabetes and, lately, COVID-19 and other diseases), having AMF as the main pathological factor from external environment. At the beginning, public media have been included (television, daily newspapers and radio) but some "higher forces" have forbidden this kind of information.
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Introduction
It is hight time that biology-medical science understands that in bioworld rule magnetic and electromagnetic forces and that enormous EMF importance should be considered. All in EMF gets magnetized and that diamagnetic properties are relative and not absolute, meaning that they can be paramagnetic, too, if basic environment magnetically changes. Then, the following two things should be understood: 1. It is, probably, thought that humans are only physical matter - no, humans are magnetic and electrical beings, and, 2. Chemical substances are only by-products of, always present, magnetic and electrical impulses.

Brief Information about Magnetic Properties (MP) in Physiology. At the end of this work literature list is given to be studied and understood in order to supplement and correct the classical school knowledge. When works from literature list are understood then origin of life will become clear, firstly, on the planet Earth and how will it end. Briefly, it is necessary to say how and why corona virus comes to life, how does it function and how to easily fight against it. To explain how old age comes and why older people easier get almost all diseases, while young ones do not and more easily recover.

Some conclusions from published works are quoted:
1. A mother cell division into two baby cells enables EMF [1].
2. Only breathers' MP enable breathing and not diffusion and gases partial pressure, stated by biology-medical science [2].
3. Central nervous system (CNS) is electric potential (EP)
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generator performing everything in organism together with MP and action potentials, with a note that EP appear with cosmic radiation (soft component) by acting, mainly, upon oxygen ($O_2$), because it ten times more present in CNS compared to other organs. Brain cortex 40 times more $O_2$ than in other body organs [3,4].

4. Immune system functioning is performed due to leukocytes and intruder’s (viruses, bacteria, fungi, foreign particles and dead cells) MP. Autoimmune diseases occur by adding MP to cells through AMF from environment [5].

5. 100 mV EP is measured in heart appearing from two surroundings: oxidative (arterial blood) and reduction (venous blood) which are heart chambers. Official science states that this potential heart makes on its own, what is incorrect, but these two environments, in left and right chamber, generate this potential difference [6].

6. Heart to function stronger or weaker, is stimulated by action potentials being transferred through nervous tissues, vagus (slows heart functioning) and sympathiques (strengthens heart functioning).

7. Biology-medical science should give genetics and epigenetics their real names, i.e. remanent magnetization is genetics, originating from ancestors in EMF, which was stronger than today’s and that is why gens magnetic code is inherited, because their magnetic properties are stronger. Young induced magnetization in present time is EMF of lower intensity and forms epigenetics, so these properties are difficult to inherit because magnetic codes are of weaker intensity than ancestors’ remnant magnetization.

Brief Information from Pathology

Autoimmune diseases appearance explanation is given, they are enabled by increased EMF called AMF [5]. Then, appearance of the most dangerous diseases - cancer and CVD is explained [7-9]. All tumors appearance is caused by, only, AMF from external environment and variable magnetic field, also, from environment. Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) appearance enable only AMF [9]. Diabetes appearance enable, also, AMF. [10] Mental diseases are electromagnetic fields from external environment product, which form action potentials mankind CNS to function abnormally [3,4]. All presented in this work have been published in international journals of the world.

How does Aging Occur and Why. To understand why older people get more easily diseased by almost all diseases than younger ones, proofs that MP rule in molecules and cells should be understood. Published work suggesting the existence of magnetic forces between molecules in a cell is a paper explaining a moter cell division into two baby cells and respiration [1,2]. The official literature on cell division states that chromosomes chromatids suddenly begin to move in opposite directions, and that is part of cell division. Biology says that it is not known why chromatids suddenly move in opposite directions and what energy makes it possible [1,6]. The force making chromatids to move away from each other is, exclusively, EMF. EMF magnetizes chromatids with the same magnetization type because telomeres on both chromatids are of the same chemical composition, i.e., of the same nucleotides (A, G, C), with the remark that with each cell division, due to MP aging, nucleotides peel off (reduce the mass in nucleus). It is known that the magnetization center in a cell’s nucleus, [1] and somewhat less magnetization in other organelles. As MPs are additive, each cell has magnetization, mainly, depending on a nucleus size.

Nucleus is known to be the largest in CNS neurons because cytoplasm is thin or absent [3,4]. With a large number of divisions, cells MPs decrease, being manifested with a reduced metabolism taking place under the influence of magnetic forces, changed with temperature (for example, Na-K-ATP pump), and getting weaker with aging. Each cell has the maximum number of divisions and eventually dies, and that is organism’s aging ending in death. Aging is accompanied by blood vessels, too, for example, arteries become stiffer with age, less elastic and smaller in volume, bringing less food and oxygen to the cells, what is, also, aging manifestation. During organism’s general aging certain changes occur in arteries due to which blood vessels become hard and rigid, mainly due to lipids accumulation (a type of fatty ingredients) and especially cholesterol (LDL) in the arteries inner membrane (intima) [8,9]. At a later stage there is calcium salts deposition, as well as connective tissues growth, all contributing to the arteries with arteriosclerosis as a normal phenomenon associated with aging and if it begins, usually after 40 years, and develops slowly with aging of the whole organism, is not considered as a disease. During natural arteriosclerosis, blood vessels clogging increases, reducing their volume and oxygen and food supply in all cells. It is all aging manifestation. In essence, these are miniature magnetic domains brought into the body with food having paramagnetic properties obtained in EMF and stick mostly to the internal spaces of arterial blood vessels, what cannot be avoided but only slowed down by diet and physical activity. It should be noted that free radicals (all are paramagnetic) contribute to atherosclerosis development in intima, i.e., arterial blood vessels [10]. How MP condition with young people is should be explained. After birth, a person grows quickly, what means that cells multiply quickly, what is enabled by MP in cells being strong, and the metabolic function enables growth, and the immune system functions perfectly, because all this is enabled by MP [5]. When all this is known, it is easy to understand why older people are less resistant to various diseases, and young people are more resistant to diseases. This reaction is enabled by the Immune System (Is) because with the age of life, leukocytes’ MPs weaken. Lately, the official literature states that younger people are getting diseased more, what not the case was before. The cause is because more young people spend time in AMF, surely, there is no other reason. It is obvious for phones, fixed and mobile, earphones, computers, television, printers use, without paying attention to the present AMF, besides, home furniture is 90% with ferromagnetic and paramagnetic material. Complete electrification of living spaces is a large AMF generator and nobody pays attention to it. It is real wonder that there is no more diseases. This is because people move around a lot and body viscous magnetisation (BVM) in an organ located in AMF, when body moves quickly, i.e. disappears. Exercise is a great help in breaking down BVM before disease develops. The official risk factor called immobility exists in science as a factor, but if one moves and lives and works in AMF a sudden heart attack often occurs usually ending in dying, what often happens to sportists. It is necessary to remove the AMF from the living spaces and movement is good for everyone because it prolongs life, because BVM disappears. There are clear proofs based on more than 30 years’ work, if patients are removed AMF and monitoring people living in natural EMF, their lives are over 90 years. A total of 20 people, close to the author, have been followed so far.

It is necessary to supplement these short report with pathology caused by AMF from the external environment. Almost all diseases causes (CVD, tumors, diabetes, mental disorders, asthma, nephritis), are AMFs, what is, in the attached works, repeated, are at the end of this text, explained in detail and documented. It must be noted that the official medical science associates all the causes of mentioned diseases with risk factors, what is wrong because they are only AMF present in the life environment consequences. The given example of non-moving as a risk factor shown, is very
well presented with the AMF elimination from spaces used for day and night rest [11].

Additional explanation of immune system: Leukocytes, formed like all blood in the bone marrow, function in body because they are in magnetic balance with all cells in organs (magnetic homeostatic mechanism). As each intruder (virus, bacterium, fungus, foreign particles and dead cells) has its MP, entering into organism, binds to a host cell by its receptors, for example COVID-19 to a lung cell, binds with its receptors to a cell in the lung that has MP in the metabolism and there are magnetic connections with the cell receptor, which all cells have (as well as corona with RNA). By magnetic code virus is conducted into a cell that has enzymes to allow nucleic acid to replicate RNA in the cytoplasm. RNA virus begins to replicate with magnetic forces taking over, by its magnetic code, substances to build new nucleic acid. Then the virus multiplies numerically because it begins to live with stronger MP, it is said that it disturbed hemoglobin function, what is logical, (which with divergent Fe-magnetite is surrounded by nitrogen (N) ring) very fast very quickly because AMF from external environment is present, so the host cell and multiplied virus are with stronger MP. Organism begins to fight by temperature to destroy the intruder, but everything is weak for the host MP; multiplied virus and environmental AMF, so, many leukocytes die and weakens immune system, so disease progresses. Helped by medicines treatments, many recover, but some end their lives, only because of AMF. By removing AMP, many would heal faster and there would be fewer deaths, but no one applies that because they do not know what AMFs are. An explanation must be added of how hemoglobin transmits O2 to cells throughout body, because official science has not fully explained this not understanding MP. It is known that Fe is surrounded by N (nitrogen) ring not allowing its diamagnetic properties for O2 (two oxygen atoms to be a distinct paramagnetic) to adhere to Fe because no M cells forces could separate O2 from it by blood entering the cells and thus magnetic forces cells easily take up O2 and in chemical reactions energy is released and CO2 is formed as diamagnetic. Magnetic forces in cells emit CO2 outside into the venous blood. Venous blood flow to the right heart, then the right artery in the capillary and then alveoli, into which O2 enters by inspiration, binding in capillary to hemoglobin in the erythrocyte by magnetic forces and O2 blood goes to the left heart, which carries O2 to all body cells. CO2 from alveoli goes to atmosphere by expiration. This should be explained by exact magnetic forces, because official science seems not to approve the ruling MPs in bio-science.

It is said that there is a reduced number of immune system cells leukocytes in elderly patients and have weakened MP, reducing survival ability from Corona virus. In younger patients, leukocytes number is higher and MPs stronger, as already mentioned, and the body’s defense is better because leukocytes magnetic forces can prevent the disease progression, therefore younger people are less endangered.

It should be emphasized here that people, out of ignorance, make many mistakes in relation to environmental AMF, what should not be forgotten because they accelerate all pathological events in diseased. Unfortunately people don’t know it should be removed. With this work, the authorities are asked to remove artificial AMFs, especially from hospitals patients’ treatment, and greater success would achieved current disease treatment. Public media inform that, most often, COVID-19 attacks erythrocytes in lungs, i.e. hemoglobin and O2 transfer to cell is reduced, and natural respiration cannot provide O2 to the cells, so O2 is artificially delivered to them, but the most important is to remove the present AMFs because they disturb organism’s functioning, so it is necessary to treat patients only in natural EMF. The competent do not understand because for biology and medicine this is a new approach to people’s health. It is repeated that only KVD and malignant diseases end many lives in the world and Serbia. Cause is AMF and variable electromagnetic fields, which can easily be eliminated from living spaces.

Note
For more than 30 years, the truth has been spreading around Serbia that one should live in a natural EMF, initially helped by public media (TV, daily newspapers and radio), but later they stopped informing people about it. Last 10 years the internet is involved, spreading information that people should keep away from AMF in their living spaces. Measurements have been performed in apartments in Serbia for more than 30 years, and this work has also contributed to a COVID-19 disease smaller number. Now is the new wave of COVID-19 present in Serbia and world. It is obviously noted that the diseased number is smaller compared to its surrounding, and this is 30 years work to eliminate AMF from dwelling spaces result. This work is provoked by corona virus appearance, but, also, by Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmacology from New York, NY 10989, USA, editors’ request, because it is noted that biology-medical science knows very little about it. This author asks you not to behave according to inertia law, what forces you the learnt knowledge from schools. In your brains everything is memorized with 100 mV, and new information is memorized with 1 to 3 mV [13], therefore, include logic. You are able to show to all the world that AMFs should be eliminated from living spaces, and then, it is easy to treat all diseases caused by AMF, therefore, the COVID-19, too.

Instead of Conclusion
A brief suggestion for biology and medicine: you miss very much the knowledge about Earth physical fields influence upon life origin on Earth and information about life end on our planet, too. There are clear evidences that the life will end in about 1500 years, based on satellite monitoring of EMF intensity which is getting weaker and will very quickly reach 0, meaning that there is no a mother cell division, as Russian scientists have proven that 0 (zero) EMF stops cells division. It is known that there is no magnetic field on Venus, therefore, no life, and that fate certainly awaits our Earth, too. It is only possible to master the knowledge in order to artificially maintain magnetic field and prolong life. It is also possible to influence old age to prolong life. With the remark, it is repeated, that there are results guaranteeing every person using the advice of removing AMFs from living spaces, to live for more than 90 years. It also seen that COVID-19 new wave in Serbia has produced much smaller patients number compared to its surrounding. These two good data are persistent struggle for human health in Serbia result. It must be noted that the great influence on AMF intensity has temperature, affecting therapy and frequency of the disease, the lower the temperature the higher AMF intensity and the more frequent the disease and vice versa the higher the temperature, the lower the intensity of AMP, lower number of diseased and more successful therapy. Everything presented clearly indicates and shows what the disease cause is, and great help in therapy is AMF elimination from people’s living spaces.
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